Rules of quantum probability are governed by quantum logic which is non-Boolean. A formalism that incorporates the non-boolean nature explicitly is desirable. We accomplish this by introducing what we call pseudo-projection operators, and show that they allow us to characterise non-classicality of states comprehensively.
Introduction: Quantum mechanics is a theory that has altered the very way we comprehend laws of nature. Equally so, it has also altered the way we formulate laws of probability. In fact, the often surprising and non-intuitive consequences of quantum mechanics owe precisely to the fact that it is a new probability theory, not fitting within the framework of the Kolmogorov formulation [1, 2] . Historically, close on the heels of Kolmogorov's work, the quantum logic underlying the new probability theory was enunciated, in a formal manner, by Birkhoff and Von Neumann [3] . For further extensions along the same lines, we may refer, e.g., to [4, 5] .
This paper develops an operational framework that incorporates quantum logic manifestly, introducing what we call pseudo-projections through which, criteria for non-classicality of states automatically follow. In addition, this work brings out the real import of the concept of negative probability which has been advocated by Dirac [6] , Bartlett[7] , and later by Feynman [8] . Finally, the formalism reinterprets positive operator valued measures (POVM) for joint measurements [9, 10] in a new and a more general setting.
The results are illustrated for the simplest case of two level systems. Applications to higher dimensional and composite systems, which will necessarily involve entanglement and non-locality, will be reported in subsequent papers. The formulation: We may start with a query, posed by Fine [11, 12] . Are there circumstances under which a given quantum state permits assignments of joint probabilities for outcomes of a given set of observables? This important questions needs a mathematical formulation, and that may be naturally arrived at by introducing pseudo-projections.
Indicator functions and pseudo-projections: Consider, for sake of simplicity, a discretised phase space Φ. Let A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A r be a set of r observables defined over Φ. Let A k take values belonging to a set {a k 1 , a k 2 , · · · }. For a classical system in a state F , the joint probability for a set of events {A 1 = a 1 i1 , A 2 = a 2 i2 , · · · , A r = a r ir } always exists, and admits a simple and straightforward construction. It is given by the overlap of F with the indicator function 1 S , of the support, S ⊂ Φ, for the joint outcomes. 1 S is itself a Boolean observable: it takes value 1 in S and vanishes outside the support. If S i are supports for individual outcomes, then S = i S i .
States in quantum mechanics are represented by density operators in a Hilbert space H. Suppose that A = i a i π i is the eigen-resolution of an observable A. The eigen-projections π i are the quantum representatives of indicator functions; they partition the Hilbert space as H = i ⊕H i . The subspace H i is the representative of the corresponding support S i . The probability for the outcome a i , for a given state ρ, is given by the overlap, T r(ρπ i ). The crux of the matter is that indicator functions for joint outcomes of observables do not necessarily have projection operators as their quantum representatives.
We may, however, inquire into the quantum representatives -the hermitian operators -of indicator functions that denote joint outcomes of multiple observables. Consider, first, two observables A, B. Let π A ai , π B bj be the projection operators that represent the respective indicator functions for the outcomes A = a i and B = b j . The unique operator that represents the indicator function for the joint outcome, 1 Si∩Sj , is given by the symmetrised product: Π AB ij = 1 2 {π A ai , π B bj }, which is but the simplest example of Weyl ordering [13] . We call these operators, and their generalizations to multiple observables, pseudo-projections. They are hermitian, but not positive, unless [π A ai , π B bj ] = 0, in which case they become genuine projections.
Pseudo-projections that represent an indicator function for joint outcomes of more observables are not unique. Symbolically, let Π N {α} be a product of N projections, in some order. The hermitian combination,
, is a legitimate representative of the indicator function for the corresponding joint event. We call this a unit pseudo-projection. For each event there are, in general, N ! 2 unit projections, which are distinct if no two projection operators commute. Should all the projections corresponding to the N outcomes commute, the manifold of pseudo-projections collapses to a single point and represents a true projection. The convex linear span of distinct unit pseudo-projections yields the family of pseudo-projections that represent the parent indicator function. This fact makes the discussion of joint probability for quantum states richer. Of all the choices, the one obtained from Weyl ordering, which is the sum of all unit pseudo-projections with equal weights, seems the most favoured: it is completely symmetric in all the projections, as its classical counterpart is. Weyl ordering has a close relationship with Moyal brackets [14] and Wigner distribution functions [15] which are central to semi classical descriptions. We employ Weyl ordering to construct pseudo-projections throughout.
Pseudo-projections and pseudo-probabilities: Pseudoprojections generate pseudo-probabilities.
Let Π N ({A α = a α iα }); α = 1, · · · , N denote the pseudoprojection for the set of outcomes indicated in the parenthesis.
Let a system be in a state ρ. The associated pseudoprobability may be defined to be
Pseudo-probabilities can take negative values. A complete set of pseudo-probabilities, corresponding to all possible outcomes of a set of observables, is the quantum analogue of the classical joint probability scheme. We call this the pseudo-probability scheme. A little thought shows that the entries in a scheme do add to unity, and that their ultimate marginal, involving a single observable, is always a true probability. If we wish to understand Eq.(1), negative probabilities would have to be interpreted suitably; as mentioned, possible interpretations have been addressed earlier in [6] [7] [8] . For our immediate purposes, pseudo-probabilities serve to characterize non-classicality of a given quantum state, since they may be used to provide definitive answers to the question posed earlier.
Definition .1. Let S ρ ({A α }) be the pseudo-probability scheme for N observables when a system is in a state ρ. The state is deemed to be classical with respect to these observables if, in the scheme S ρ ({A α }), all pseudoprobabilities are non-negative.
Definition .1 formulates the question posed by Fine [11, 12] . Classicality of a state is not absolute, however. It is relative, and is determined by the number, and the type of observables that are employed. In fact, it will be shown that no state is classical if no restriction is placed on the observables. At the other extreme, the definition is trivial if all the observables commute. This necessitates multiple criteria for non-classicality, which are not necessarily hierarchical.
We devote the rest of the paper to one concrete example -a two level system -which brings out many, but not all, features of quantum logic. Two level systems: States of a two level system have the form ρ = 1 2 (1 + σ · P ); | P | ≤ 1. Observables have the form A( m) = σ · m. The two eigen-projections belonging to the respective eigenvalues ±| m| of A( m) are given by π a (m) = 1 2 (1 + a σ ·m); a = ±1. Classically, this would tantamount to assignments of possible values ±1 with respect to every directionm with the proviso that
(2) A complete probability scheme consists of assigning joint probabilities for all points on a unit sphere (see Eq. (2)). This distinguishes a two level system from a classical coin.
Pairs of observables: Consider A(m 1 ), A(m 2 ). Classically, there are four joint outcomes corresponding to the eigenvalues ±1 for each observable. Their representative pseudo-projections are given by
where a 1,2 = ±1.
The corresponding pseudoprobabilities, for a state ρ, are
Eq.(4) merits closer study. Unless the state is completely mixed, | P | = 0, we can always find pairs of observables for which a pseudo-probability will become negative, which decreases monotonically with increase in purity. Thus, all states, except the fully mixed state, are found to be non-classical. For a pure state, the optimal configuration displaying non-classicality maximally is given byP · (m 1 +m 2 ) = −1;m 1 ·m 2 = − 1 2 . The associated pseudo-probability scheme is 
The pseudo-probabilities add up to unity. The marginals are true probabilities, and are identical to T r[ρπ a ]. Triplets of observables: Von Neumann observes that a defining feature of quantum mechanics is the symmetric nature of conditional probabilities (also called transitional probabilities) [16] . The probability that B has a value b, if A has a value a, is given by P (b|a) = T r(π B b π A a ) = P (a|b). A similar requirement on classical conditional probability would force the equality [5] P c (a|b)
which holds only if both P c (a) and P c (b) are uniform distributions, and thus, P c (a, b) is a uniform distribution. This result is in consonance with our finding that no joint probability description exists for two observables, unless the state is completely mixed. Is it possible that the uniform distributions also may retain non-classical features, not revealed by pairs of observables? To answer this, we consider sets of three observables. Let A i = σ ·m i ; i = 1, 2, 3. Each observable has two possible outcomes (eigenvalues) ±1. As mentioned, we construct the required pseudo-projections by employing Weyl ordering. The corresponding eight pseudoprobabilities are given by
where (i, j, k) are distinct and vary cyclically in the last term; a i = ±1. Eq (7) extends the domain of non-classicality to the completely mixed state. For, even if | P | = 0, the underlying pseudo-probabilities are (i) not equal, and (ii) can take negative values, as may be seen when the three directions are coplanar, and make equal adjacent angles of 2π/3. Thus a classical description of even a uniform state is forbidden, a feature not revealed by the symmetry property of conditional probability. Non-Boolean quantum logic: Non positivity of pseudo-probabilities is but one manifestation of quantum logic. Pseudo-probability schemes bring out other non Boolean features, providing a concrete realisation of the original observations made in [3] . Let the standard notations ∨, ∧, ¬, ⊤, ⊥ represent, respectively, the logical OR, AND, negation, universal, and absurd (impossible) statements. Of particular interest to us are the absurd propositions in classical logic. 
which does not vanish unless the distribution is uniform. Hence absurd propositions of classical logic do not find a corresponding expression in quantum propositions. This violation finds a more pronounced expression if we extend our studies to four observables, which shall be the last of the examples considered. Quartets of observables: The uniform state does not escape violation of the rule L ∧ ¬L =⊥ either. Let A i = σ ·m i ; i = 1, · · · , 4. The pseudo-probability, corresponding to the doubly absurd proposition
is valid for all states, and is negative over a large region in the parameter space. Thus, as the number of incompatible observables is increased, non-classicality is shown by all states equally irrespective of their purity. Pseudo classicality with constrained configurations:
The study essentially implies that all states of a two level system are non-classical. By extension, any state belonging to any Hilbert space is non-classical. For, every Hilbert space, in which a quantum state is defined, has a two dimensional subspace. For more practical purposes, one may introduce classicality criteria by imposing constraints on the observables. The trivial case of complete sets of mutually commuting observables may be excluded. A natural constraint is that the observables be mutually orthogonal: T r(A i A j ) ∝ δ ij . For two level systems, it is equivalent tom i ·m j = δ ij . This agrees with the idea of simultaneous characterization of all the three components of the spin vector. In that case, Eqs. (4), (7) attain simpler forms,
Pm 1m2m3
The new criterion weakens the condition on classicality, and renders some states to be classical. For pairs of observables, all states with P 2 ≤ 1 2 are classical, and for the orthonormal triplet of observables, the condition on classicality becomes P 2 ≤ 1 3 . Thus, for example, in the case of two observables, the pseudo-probability scheme for a pure state exhibits a weaker non-classicality:
but the completely mixed state generates a pseudoprobability scheme where all entries take the value 0.25. Orthogonal observables have an important role in characterising non classicality, including entanglement, in higher dimensional systems, a study of which we postpone to the next paper.
Interpretation of negative probability: This question has been addressed in several contexts [6, 8] such as relativistic quantum field theory, where negative frequencies and indefinite metric make their appearance. It is argued that the introduction of negative probability, even if it be in an ad hoc manner (as in p 11 of [8] ), does have a role in the sense of consistent book keeping in intermediate processes (and calculations). This intuitive understanding in [6, 8] gets expressed here also, in a natural manner. The simplest interpretation would be to look for the smallest subsets in the event space for which the pseudo-probability is not negative. For example, in Eq. (5), P −− may be combined with P +− to obtain a physically realisable scheme with non-negative probabilities.
Relation with similar works: The work presented here bears some resemblance to POVM for joint measurement operators, and has some common results with the work of Cohen and Scully [17] . POVM for joint measurements arise from what we may call noisy projection operators, modelled empirically as {ηπ
The free parameter η ∈ [0, 1], and the operator is positive. For a two level system, this empirical construction has the form 1 2 (1 ± η σ ·m). Given N such noisy projections, one may construct suitable joint measurement operators following the procedure employed in this paper. The positivity condition constrains the range of η. These do not constitute the most general POVM since it is possible to model noise in many more ways. In contrast, pseudo-projections are built of sharp projection operators; being devoid of free parameters, they do not admit positivity restriction. In fact, appearance of negative probabilities flags the non-classicality of the state.
In an interesting paper, starting with Wigner distributions for the special case of pairs of observables in a two level system, Cohen and Scully compute the probability for joint measurements of two observables [17] ; remarkably, their result is identical with Eq. (4). This agreement is, perhaps, owing to the relationship between the Weyl ordering and Wigner distribution function which has been alluded to already. The present work goes beyond the results in [17] by developing a general framework for quantum logic, applicable to any system and any number of observables. Conclusion: In summary, quantum logic finds its natural formulation in the language of pseudo-projections, and non-classicality -in the language of pseudoprobability. In this paper, we have focussed on two logical operations, ∧ and ¬, and shown how they yield counter intuitive results, even in two level systems. Nonclassicality in quantum systems is, of course, richer in connotation, especially when expressed through nonlocality [18] [19] [20] [21] . Pseudo-probability describes them equally well if we extend the study to higher dimensional systems, and include the disjunction operation, ∨, in addition to ∧, ¬ operations considered here. This will be discussed in the subsequent paper.
